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The Mercedes SL base model was the hp kW 3. But it was the hp kW SL with a 5. Specification
was high, with electric action for the windows, mirrors, seats and hood. The SL continued with
the same powerful engine. A hp kW 6. The SL got a new hp kW 5. The extra weight was largely
down to more sophisticated equipment and improvements to the structure, however, such as a
hydraulically powered soft top and automatically deploying anti-roll bars. New five-link rear
suspension fine-tuned handling, and the front double-wishbone layout was revised. The
engines were all-aluminium units: a 3. All were packed with the latest technology: adaptive
suspension with active damping, airbags, electronic stability control, a complex electronic
engine management system and every luxury item available at the time, but they were more
grand tourers than sports cars, even with the increasing number of aftermarket tuning options
offered by companies such as AMG , whose relationship with Mercedes was getting closer.
These measures put plenty of clear ground between this range and the SLK , launched in ; with
its supercharged 2. The V8 and V12 both now had five-speed automatic transmission, and by ,
features such as rain-sensing wipers, xenon headlamps, Brake Assist , ESP and anti-skid
control were offered on all models. New 2. Read More. What do you think? Car Finder:.
Mercedes SL-Class. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive
journalist job. The R was offered as a two-door, two-seat roadster with an automated
electro-hydraulic , fabric convertible roof ; colour-matched, automated tonneau cover ; and a
manually detachable hardtop that could be fitted over the stored fabric convertible roof and
tonneau. Designed in , the R was based on the shortened floorpan of the Mercedes-Benz W
Designed in , the R was based on the shortened floorpan of the Mercedes-Benz W [2] and
featured many innovative details for the time, for instance electronically controlled damping
Adaptive Damping System ADS, optional and a hidden, automatically extending roll-over bar.
The R's somewhat dated rear suspension with semi-trailing arms gave way to a modern
multi-link axle. The number of standard features was high, with electric action for the windows,
mirrors, seats and hydraulic convertible top. This car has a distinction of being the first
passenger vehicle to have seat belts integrated into the seats as opposed to anchoring to the
floor, B-pillar, and transmission tunnel. Starting in for the model year, R were re-designated. For
example, SL became SL Starting in model year , Mercedes-Benz offered special SL models from
time to time, such as the Mille Miglia edition cars of model year or the SL edition of model year
During for model year , cars were the first year to have an option of the panoramic roof. Also
newly available:. There was a choice of 5-speed manual or 4â€”5 speed automatic for the
six-cylinder cars; the V8 and V12 could only be ordered with a 4-speed automatic gearbox. In
autumn Mercedes-Benz rearranged names and models. Also, the SL and SL were respectively
replaced by:. Only the was available with a manual gearbox. SL and continued with their
respective engines. A second facelift, introduced in late , comprised new external mirrors, 17"
wheels and new bumpers. Also new were the engines,. The new Mercedes Benz R roadster was
first introduced into the Australian market with the SL and SL models with only the eight
cylinder variant being available throughout the entire production run of the R model Not all
engines were offered in North America. For model year , the SL was additionally introduced
stateside. Front suspension Independent damper struts with separate coil springs and
gas-pressurised shock absorbers, triangular lower control arms with anti-dive geometry and
stabiliser bar. Rear suspension Independent 5-arm multilink with separate single-tube
gas-pressurised shock absorbers and coil springs, geometry for anti-lift, anti-squat and
alignment control, stabiliser bar. Front suspension Independent damper strut with anti-dive
geometry and stabiliser bar. Separate shock absorbers and coil springs. Negative-offset
steering. Rear suspension Independent 5-arm multilink with geometry for anti-lift, anti-squat and
alignment control and stabiliser bar. Steering Recirculating ball with speed-sensitive power
assist and hydraulic damper. Steering wheel turns lock-to-lock 3. Brakes 2-circuit hydraulic
power-assisted 4-wheel disc. Ventilated front, solid rear brake discs. Antilock Braking System
ABS ABS senses impending wheel lock-up under heavy braking and pumps the front brakes
individually or the rear brakes together to help maintain stability , as needed, up to 30 times per
second to prevent lock-up and maintain steering ability. Sold from to , it used a 6. Only 85 cars
were made. It was a bored out version of M 6. Produced between and in units. It was the
predecessor of the production R SL 55 AMG sold later, albeit was normally aspirated in the R
and not supercharged as in its R successor. In Mercedes released the Mille Miglia edition, to
commemorate the 40th anniversary of Stirling Moss's win of the Mille Miglia road race. The
limited edition was available in either SL ,SL or SL guise, came in Brilliant Silver metallic, and
had Evo II six-spoke polished alloys, red and black leather interior, carbon-fibre trim and extra
equipment. Stirling Moss was given the first SL built. According to the brochure of this special
edition, only pieces were to be built, however only 40 were built. It had two-tone interior, leather
on steering wheel and seats, and special wheels. There was also only made for the UK market

SL type only. The R received heightened media attention in Great Britain in when Diana,
Princess of Wales sold her Jaguar XJS to lease a metallic-red SL and became the first member
of the royal family to use a foreign car. This was not without controversy as it sparked a media
storm as it questioned whether a member of the British royal family should drive a foreign car.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Roadster which was produced by Mercedes-Benz from
until This article is about the â€” SL R model range. Motor vehicle. Daimler-Benz
DaimlerChrysler Bruno Sacco , [4] Johann Tomforde [4]. Note: Figures for are for calendar year
and include early R production. Actual Grand Total for R probably around , units. Retrieved 14
February Retrieved 27 October Mercedes-Benz SL â€” Rseries to Retrieved 31 October The
Classic Motorist. Archived from the original on 27 October Retrieved 10 August Retrieved 1
November Retrieved 27 November Retrieved 21 February The New York Times. Retrieved 12
May Retrieved 1 October Mercedes-Benz SL-Class lineage, sâ€”present. Categories :
Mercedes-Benz model codes Mercedes-Benz vehicles Roadsters Cars introduced in s cars s
cars. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description is different from
Wikidata Use dmy dates from March All articles with unsourced statements Articles with
unsourced statements from May Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article
Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Mercedes-Benz R
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Mercedes-Benz R V, X Musso FJ. Off-road vehicle.
Pickup truck. Musso Sports P W - W Mercedes brought the SL bang up to date in , with sharp
Bruno Sacco styling and a technology overload. Built over 12 years with straight-six, V6, V8 and
V12 engine options ranging from 2. The car was based on a shortened W platform, which
provided multi-link rear suspension and optional electronic adaptive damping. A built-in,
automatically-raised rollover bar was a distinctive safety feature. Rear-seat space is limited;
front-seat occupants will have to sacrifice legroom to squeeze adults in the back. AMG chose
the V8 because it was lighter and could be made to handle better. The V12 SL was more tuned
to US motoring, though a sports-car character shone through when it was pushed hard.
Unusually, though corrosion is not a big problem on these SLs, later cars are more prone; there
are dark mutterings that, after merging with Chrysler, Mercedes was cutting costsâ€¦. All are
laden with electric and electronic trickery, increasingly so on later and higher-spec models. Full
service history is vital. The V8 engines will go on for ever if serviced, but listen out for rattly
cams and lifters. Check for oil leaks, especially on V12 units. Look for smooth automatic
gearchanges, without delays, slipping or jerkiness, and check the fluid is clean and not burnt.
Watch for fading soft-top deck covers. A neglected interior indicates a neglected car, though
Nappa leather wears quickly. Check all electrics work, and for cracked sunvisors or a faded
heater panel display. Automatic roll-over protection can also be raised on a button. A failed
condenser is the most common cause of ineffective air-con. All Rs should feel lively and
under-stressed on the road, especially V8s and V12s. The sturdy V8s are the most dependable,
usually suffering only minor ailments. The suspension and steering should operate quietly and
comfortably, with no knocks or sloppiness. A separate electric water pump feeds the heater and
fails. Every aspect of the seats adjusts electrically check heat pads, too , and hardtops are
released and lifted electrically â€” impressive if it works! A weak battery can cause stray
warning lights. The 3. I had to change a headlamp wiper motor and got the parts from eBay. Buy
on condition and history. Oddball front-drive V8 answer to the SL was Pininfarina-bodied: shells
were flown to Detroit for finishing. In LHD only, and just a handful of cars came to Europe.
Asking prices vary widely and often illogically, so check very carefully which model you want,
drive a few and focus relentlessly on condition, specification and â€” above all â€” full, caring
history. Or buy a cheap but clean one and keep thousands in your back pocket for when it goes
wrong: it will. View all Mercedes-Benz classic cars for sale in our classified listings.
Mercedes-Benz W some things were built to last. The SL that came in from the cold. Top 10
undervalued classics. Skip to main navigation. By Malcolm McKay. Unusually, though corrosion
is not a big problem on these SLs, later cars are more prone; there are dark mutterings that,
after merging with Chrysler, Mercedes was cutting costsâ€¦ All are laden with electric and
electronic trickery, increasingly so on later and higher-spec models. Mercedes-Benz SL R : what
to look for. Bodywork See above for trouble spots. Engine Full service history is vital.
Transmission Look for smooth automatic gearchanges, without delays, slipping or jerkiness,
and check the fluid is clean and not burnt. Interior A neglected interior indicates a neglected
car, though Nappa leather wears quickly. Air-con A failed condenser is the most common cause
of ineffective air-con. Mercedes-Benz SL R : on the road. Also consider. Low mileage is not
always good, especially if recent use has been minimal. Share Tweet Email. Related Articles. Is
this the ultimate Mercedes-Benz series estate? Its predecessor, the Rgeneration SL , had
enjoyed a nearly year reign as the preeminent four-wheeled symbol of success, but by the end

of the s it was an old car. When the new SL made its debut at the Geneva auto show in early ,
buyers were more than ready to greet it. Orders poured in, and the first-year production of 20,
units quickly sold out. That the R SL was radically different from its forebear was no surprise
given the age of the preceding model and the fact that Mercedes-Benz was never an automaker
to worship at the altar of history. Although the new SL did retain its roadster
configurationâ€”with a soft top and a removable hardtopâ€”as well as its six-cylinder and V-8
engine offerings, it was in every other way a truly all-new and forward-thinking design. Today,
this generation SL is a remarkably modern classic in its sophistication, road manners, and
equipment. And this paragon of German engineering is startlingly affordable. The SL was
powered by the M 3. It could be had with a five-speed automatic transmission or a five-speed
manual with a dogleg shift pattern it is believed only stick-shift examples were sold in the U. For
the engine was enlarged to 3. The six-cylinder engine would last through The SL V-8 was the 5.
A update brought more changes to the engine room. The V-8 got individual ignition coils for
each cylinder, a redesigned crankshaft, lighter pistons, and a modified engine-management
system. A five-speed automatic replaced the previous four-speed. The cylinder SL arrived for
The M 6. But its factory-stated zero-tomph time was only 0. Mercedes-Benz reversed its naming
logic for , putting the model designation first, followed by a number denoting engine
displacement. For the SL, that meant SL owing to the concurrent displacement increase to 3.
Compared to the preceding model, brightwork is almost completely absentâ€”the three-pointed
star centered in the grille is the only chrome element. Early cars had horizontally ribbed
taillights, a trio of horizontal slots behind the front wheels, and the bumpers and lower body
cladding in a matte finish painted a different hue than the rest of the body with the exception of
Signal Red. The revision brought an end to the two-tone color scheme. It also saw a modified
grille with fewer bars, new hole alloy wheels, reshaped front and rear bumpers, changes to the
front signal lights and taillights, and altered side fender vents. A hardtop with a glass roof panel
was a new option, as were HID headlamps. Inside, the seats, steering wheel, and door panels
were modified. An optional Sport package became available mid-year, which is visually
distinguished by staggered-width inch AMG monoblock wheels, more-sculpted rocker panels,
and projector-beam foglights. At the same time, Brake Assist, which increases braking
response in emergency situations, made its debut on the R SL. The last significant model
update was for The SL was dropped. Final cars had more rounded sideview mirror caps, two
slots behind the front wheels, a new inch standard wheel with a five-hole design, and
color-keyed door handles. The Sport package was made standard in That the R SL was far more
advanced than its predecessor was to be expected, but even compared to its contemporaries,
this car was on the technological vanguard. Dual front airbags were standard, as were antilock
brakes; traction control ASR appeared for , as did an electronically controlled limited-slip
differential ASD. Stability control would arrive in , and the SL also was among the first
convertibles to get side airbags that same year. Those power seats, by the way, had magnesium
frames and five different electric motors, including one to raise and lower the headrests; they
also were innovative in that the seatbelts were integral to the seatbacks. The power top was
fully automatedâ€”including the latches at the windshield headerâ€”and disappeared under a
hard boot. And an adaptive damping system was offered it was standard on the V models. As
the above list suggests, the R hails from the cost-is-no-object era of Mercedes-Benz product
development, when the cars were engineered to a lofty standard and not to a price. Of course,
factory parts and Mercedes dealer service can be punishingly expensive. Finding an
independent shop that is comfortable working on these cars can go a long way toward making
ownership financially viable. And, as always, starting with a well-maintained example is key.
There are several problem areas to be aware of. The convertible top uses 11 or 12, depending
on the model year hydraulic cylinders, and these eventually can leak. There are multiple
harnesses, but the most accessible one is under the plastic engine cover; its condition is
generally a good indicator of that of the others. Look for flaking on the wiring harness coating
or it being brittle. These harnesses are found in and earlier cars only, although cars with the 3.
Speaking generally, Ganz characterizes the M inline-six as susceptible to head-gasket leaks,
and says both the six and the V are more prone to oil leaks than are the V-8s. The ADS adaptive
damping suspension that was standard in V cars and available in the others can have
accumulators go bad. The distributorless ignition system that arrived for the same year is
considered more reliable than the previous system. The R SL was one of the last
Mercedes-Benz models developed under cost-plus philosophy of product development, and
that was evident in the pricing of the new car, which shot up over that of the outgoing SL. The
cruel hand of depreciation has brought the market value of these SLs far from those lofty
heights. As a rule of thumb, six-cylinder models bring less money than V-8s, which in turn are
cheaper than Vs. Generally, prices increase as one moves through the model-year range from

earlier to later. Both include the optional CD changer and heated seats. The SL was limited to
units, while examples of the SL were sold. The designo Black Diamond Edition metallic black
paint, red-and-black Nappa leather, black carbon-fiber trim , and the designo Slate Blue Edition
slate blue metallic paint, dark-blue-and-black Nappa leather, black carbon-fiber trim were
offered for and All were Brilliant Silver with a silver-gray soft top over black, and special interior
features included silver-painted wood trim, bi-xenon headlamps, and engine-turned accents.
Total production of the R SL was ,, which falls short of the , examples of the previous, R model,
but made it much more successful on a sales-per-year basis. Much more of a grand tourer than
a nimble sports car, the R is an accomplished mile-eater that pampers its driver and passenger.
And the convenient well-insulated convertible top, handy stowage area behind the front seats,
and fairly generous trunk make the SL an exceptional road-trip vehicle. The six-cylinder cars are
considerably lighter than the other models, and for that reason come closest to passing for a
sports carâ€”particularly when equipped with the manual transmission. But know that the
six-cyli
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nder cars are geared shorter than their V-8 and V counterparts, so the engines can rev fairly
high at highway speeds rpm at 70 mph. The inline-six, though, is exceedingly smooth, and
needs to be revved to feel responsive anyway. The V-8 is a capable all-rounder, and was by far
the most popular variant. The V may not be much quicker than the V-8 off the line, but the sound
of this engine is something special, as is the effortless response provided by its deep reserves
of torque. The R Mercedes-Benz SL offers a whole lot of highly engineered fabulousness for
what is now pennies on the dollar. But if you want an effortless, comfortable, well-equipped, and
sporty open-top tourer that is made to last, look no further. Buying and Selling. A Story About.
Your weekly dose of car news from Hagerty in your inbox. See more newsletters Thanks for
signing up. Sign up. More on this topic. Brandan Gillogly. News car barn-find sale is ripe with
Mazda rotary power Brandan Gillogly. Share Leave comment.

